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Source of the following information is Richard C. troty, Special

Agent, United States Air Force Office of Special Investigations,

Kirtland Air Force Base, Albuquerque, New Mexico. Doty's office

phone is (505) 844-2911. Has home phone is (505) '255-1076. License

number of his official car is DFH 894- (New Mexico). According to

the New Mexico State Department of Motor Vehicles, there is no such

plate number. License number of his private auto is CZT 875 (NeW

Mexico). Doty's description is about 5'9", "165-170 pounds, black

hair, dark complexion, given to wearing sun glasses, moustache.' He

holds a military rank which -he says is "classified". I have never

seen him in uniform. Meetings took place 9/(80, 2/81, 8/8 !k> Also

several phone conversations, most' notably1 '"b'ne on 5-8-81.

Both the Air Force and NASA are actively involved with UFOs at the

present time. Reports of UFOs which seem to be of military or

national security interest are funnelled through Air Force 081

or the Foreign Technology Division at Wright-Patterson AFB directly

to D.C., and from there to the NASA people. Reports' are all

classified and nothing is released to the media.

CIA either has (ĉ ustod̂ )or copy of rep.ort on crashed saucer. This

is a thick volume which is very highly classified even to the extent

of cipher-coded names, places and dates. A separate document is '

required to decipher these codes, and of course this separate

document is even more highly, classified. ' The report in question

deals with metallurgical analyses, structural analyses, autopsies,

and propulsion theories. Aliens are described generally as short,

virtually hairless," with one heart-lung, organ, a simple digestive

tract which is functional but less complicated than human, no

kidneys, a bladder with an attached orgfcn (apparently kidney-like'),

a complex and highly convoluted brain', and an organ of some sort

associated with each limb. Humanoid,: but not human.

3. X7&-.. UFO project is Aquarius, classified Top Secret with access

restricted to MJ 12. (MJ may be "magic"!). This project begun

about 1966, but apparently inherited files of earlier project. /y<*~;/

,,/ji, QiirEicfiitt files maintained by OSI, Boiling AFB, B.C. ;̂  f^^^^l /'/•̂ /
 :c~t,;~.J,.

4. NASA currently heavily involved through' a covert operation headquartered

4- i t Y*m
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in the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey building in Maryland. The

'\.F. is currently funnelling data to this operation through OSI.

ll/v-.A project's name is Gold Chariot. .Highly classified. • Have ..used

••.he USCGS address since about '7̂ . Prior to that, they operated

out of a Manhattan address. . . , . . ..

r
:. "he Pecos incident (see letter attached) is confirmed. It was thought

^ocurity was tight on this one, but there, was a leak. All men

involved had been required to sign security statements. "Mr. Huck"

fveri baffles OSI people. They thought .he-might be connected with

Los Alamos, but there;: is no record of him on either classified or

unclassified registers there. Later.investigation turned up a CIA

connection operating under an assumed name. CIA's response was that

individual was working on his wwn and. did not represent them official

Photos involved were "excellent"- even to one showing humanoid

50-75 yards off with clear detail of .creature, anxl craft. Craft

Markings were visible.. .These were sent t,o D.C. and never returned*

Col. Purvine has had four UFO sightings hijnself, two of. which.

were reported as "hostile".. He did indeed, make the statement that
C - . r •

there was a UFO stored in Manzano Bas.e, and it was suggested to him

subsequently that it was "unwise to spread rumors".

f.)f Oorne pilots have been., instructed in the past to make reports of

"Anrel Fire" (UFO) sightings by tuning to special radio frequencies,

reporting Angel Fire, and then standing by for^special instructions

-is to how to proceed. The frequencies in question are dependent

uoon the location of the aircraft at the.time. Upon landing, the

si lots are told to report to the base commander directly.. Base

Cmdr notifies OSI'w.ho investigates-. Gun camera and any other photos

are confiscated at once and sent to D.C. • Pilots are required to

sign security statements;. • • , •

7. President Carter requested full UFO briefing in April of 1977 from

NASA. Session held with only 4- or 5 in* attendance, on 6-J-77,

'"he decision was to maintain the status quo -and tell the public

nothing. / fe£ i-^-x, ("'') <$.JJ<~<)Vm «-^*^~( ,} . •• . '3 • ci CJt- , * " k / ' / *

V S

8. Mm Oherg is being used to NASA's advantage. He knows nothing of the

covert work, but is being encouraged to spread hin personal skepticism
as .far as possible.

more-
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Digest of Other
White House Announcements

Following is a l is t ing of items of general interest which
were announced to the press during the period covered
by this issue hut which are not carried elsewhere in the
issue. Appointments requiring Senate approval are not
included s ince they appear in the list of nominations
submitted to the Senate, below.

May 31
The President re tu rned to the White House following a

Memorial Day weekend visit to Georgia.
June I

The President met at the White House w i th :
—Zbigniew Brzezin.ski, Assistant to the President for

Nat iona l Security Affairs;
—senior White House staff members;
—Coi. Leonard J. Riley, Commander of the White

House Communications Agency;
—Fdmund D. Eddman, member of the Los Angeles

County Board of Supervisors;
—Representative But ler Derrick of South Carolina;
—Charles L. Schultze, Chairman of the Council of

Economic Advisers;
—Thomas P. O'Neill , Jr.,' Speaker of the House of

RepiesentativM.

The President met at the White House w i t h :
-—'Dr. Hrv.exin.ski;
—meniiip. ix c,\ th-.- lint.Tgi' J;nd "ov/or Si:.Ix,OiYimiltcc

of the House Inters ta te and Foreign Commerce Com-
m i t t e e ;

-—Secretary of the Interior Cecil D. Andrus arid a
group 'of Congressmen, to discuss national minerals
pol icy;

—Assistant to the President James R. Sr.hlesinger, from
whom the President had requested a briefing on the
latest advances and prospects in research and devel-
opment operations in the energy field;

—Representative Fcrnand J. St Germain of Rhode Is-
land;

—Bert Lance, Director of the Office of Management
and Budget;

—a group of admin i s t r a t ion officials, to review the
budget for fiscal year 1979;

—Secretary of Defense Harold Brown.
The President today declared a major disaster for the

State of Georgia because of damage to shrimp lesources
as a result of severe cold weather beginning about Janu-
ary 14, 1977,. which adversely impacted on the shrimping
industry and resulted in substantial unemployment in
shrimping related businesses. The President's action w i l l
permit the use of Federal funds in relief and recovery ef-
forts in designated areas of the State during the period
May 13-September 13, 1977.

Jun,e 3

The President met at the White House with:
—Dr. Brzeziriski;
—members of the House Way.s and Means Committee;

—a group of administration officials, to review the
budget for fiscal year 1979;

—Don Ladd, Lee Roderick, and Thomas Daniels of
the Church of Jesus Christ of Lat ter -day Saints ,

—Vice President Walter P. Mondrdc^Xdm. Staiisfiejcl
Turner, Dire<^r_of-_(j<:iitjia_l_ijUoll.it;cii(-.i:. and Dr.

/ Br/.ezinski;

—Representative Ronnld V. Dei!urns of C a l i f o r n i a ;

•—a group of administration officials, for fu r the r dis-
cussions of the budget for fiscal year J979.

The President has appointed Henry Ford as U.S.
National Chairman for United Nations Day 1977.
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9 (Info, in this paragraph via D̂ . Henry Monteith, a physicist, employed

at Sandia Special Weapons Center..outside of Albuquerque.). 2/81

There are two crashed saucers .in A.I?. custody. One is mostly

wreckage and was picked up in N.M. a long time .ago. The other is

fairly well intact and was recovered in Arizona in the eacly '50s.

Both are stored at Camp Peary in Virginia. Peary is a training area

for intelligence agents, primarily CIA, but others alpo. There is

a large building at. the north end.which is maintained under, high

security. Foreign aircraft, tanks, etc. -are kept here, and possibly

saucers too. Bodies are now crated individually and stored in an

area with many other crates and boxes. Identification is by-number

only. (Note: this info, came to me well before the release of the film

^aiders of the Lost. Ark wherein at the, -end of the film the Ark is
- - --~. ~ ~ . ' ' • ^~' ~ • . . ' ' - . ' • •

stored under similar,circumstances.);-•; • ,.r . . =

10. Some A.l'1. documents relating to the Socorrp-Zamora case are still

classified. These relate to soil analysis^ additional witnesses

(i'he civilian who stopped at the gas statipn and also a beer truck

drivevl'rom ABO who was; driving south- at the itinje and saw ther^ object

Lake off), and-the insignia on the sj.de of the <craft..- Tbis^same

insignia had been reported previously in several -cases which had

not received any publicity. A sample of some of the residual

material picked up is attached in a amall :brown envelope.
*> •

11. At one point, Doty requested Blue Book documents from Wright-

Patterson relating specifioally ;to-Southwestern sightings. He

.got back ^quite a stack. '.. Many of these were still classified.

One document referred; to a, report sent to "-OCA" for investigation.

lie says he does not know what 'OCA. is (prv was).,•; awl 'has nat, seen

any other reference to it.

12. .Oome .of the cases- stillL-clasaified referred to MIBa» '^Apparently

AF was baffled by some of. these cases. . : .- • -

wore....



I7). One unusual case- a report from' a former Colonel at Kirtland-

tool: place in '55 or '56. Col. was flying from Kirtland to Walkeir

fRoswell) with 2 others,, a sargeant and a lieut/enant. During the

flight, their plane was followed most of the way by an object which

landed at the end of the Walker runway when they arrived. -'They

exited the plane, grabbed a,/nearby'- -jeep,'ra'hd approarohed the object.

There- were a series of "hypnotic" "lights, and then object was gone.

All three debriefed. Col. got phone call about two weeks later from

"one of them" wanting to know if he had reporte'd occurrence. He

replied that he had to. Col. was killed two" years later over Japan.

Doty says he can 'supply names of other two men', bxrt has not done

so as yet. -

14. "egarding the Paul Berinewitz affair, NASA was actively watching

him and. monitoring activities. : (Refer to Jim Lorenzen of APRO

for more detail on this;.) Apparently Bennewits is on to something'

but doesn't realize it. Bennewitz was gullible, and they discredited

and neutralized him by feeding him disinformation and letting him

. hann; himself with it. He never did know what it was -he- was on to,

and neither do I. -NASA got copies of rill his photcrs and much of

his instrument data. Doty has urged me on a couple of occasions

to pet in touch with Bennewitz,.but I have resisted this. Documents

and communications regarding this case atfe classified Top Secret.

I have seen one. •'" . ' ; -. v '

lr->. On 5-8-81 two fellows" showed up in Doty' s 'of fice giving names of

Larry ffuloge and David Rivan. Showed >ID cards from "Aerial Phenomena

Research Associates, Columbus, Ohio". ̂ Driving' a rental car (AVIS),

and had flown in to ABQ "on Frontier flight to Denver. Card was black

letters on bluish background and looked-"crudely done. 'They demanded

information on a retd^ A.F. Lt.. Col. Merle Bbrlage who was last

known in Socorro. '' Borlage had supposedly investigated a crash of

some sort of object in New Mexico back*in late 50s or early 60s.

There is no hint as to who these two fellows might be. No

record of any such iir'APJ?0, MUPON o'rf Cir.i/'OS f il̂ e,'" nor in phone v

info for Denver, Columbus or Albuquerque. Neither Len Strignfield,ST'P

.Terry Clark, Bob Pratt or Warren Nicholson (who lives in Columbus)

has ever heard of them. Best guess is that they were connected

tno re* —



in some way with Charlie Tucker, Intl. UFO Bureau, Sturgeon, MI .

.?19-293-3881, a retd AP officer who has made trouble for the AP.

in the past concerning UFOs. (Tucker is :fried because the AF would

not allow.him to publish a .UFO .book without heavily censoring its

content first.) " ' ... - '•'•• .

There is a Merle Borlage 'who r.ertd;p. from AF intelligence at

Walker in 1964. He did retire to Socorro, but is now living in

ABQ because of ill health. Borlage was..interviewed by Doty on

5-12-81. Results as ff: .; • " - . • .

Time was December, 1958V Just ̂ before Christmas. Borlage (Maj.

at the time) and a Sgt. whose name he didn't recall (both were w/

1157th Tech. Oper. Squadron) dispatched) to site near Socorro. They

assisted in recovering an object which had crashed arid broken into

two pieces, one saucer-shaped, one badly heart up. There were two

others at site also; one civilian and one mil. man out of White

:;ands. There was a design on object, but he couldn't recall what.

A truck arrived, and objects were hauled to Walker. In Jan. of " 59

a Col. debriefed him and told him he had seen.a "super secret craft"

which he was not to mention— ever. He never .did mention this

•:o anyone after that:, and can't imagine who could have put his name

forward on this. •.. . : •.

Borlage did live, in Socorro as an accountant, but now in ABQ

for health. . • ' • • . - ' • • ' . . ' ' •

He declined .to discuss.the story with anyone non-military.

He said that he had been debriefed, and that"it waa his patriotic

duty t o shut, u p . , > - . • ' • •

Rough location^ of crash was the Chupadera Mesa Southwest of

''launch, NM, Obj was metallic and shiny,1 . Very heavy, about size

of VW auto, saucer shaped ;with a bulb on.top and bottom, but bottom

bulb had broken off" and was lying about .25 yds away. No one checked

for occupants. When picked up, thore was » large- black splotch of

residue on the desert. A chemical engineer"soboped up some of this

for analysis. He was with convoy of 5 trucks brought out. Borlage

could not recall name of engr, but only that' hê 'wa's--"assigned to Walker.

r'.oriage assumed at the time that, obj was"from White sands, and only

later began to wonder if it had been a UPO. , ' '

Regarding Ruloge and Rivan, a "national agency check" on the

two came back negative. ': .

•••'••' : turn. . .
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16. Doty says he has a- copy of a 1981 report (March) which is.- essentially

a nummary of significant sightings, of aerial phenomena over CONUS

Continental US) for year 1980. Both report and title are classified

Info in this report compiled by civilian who is .associated with one

of the civilian UFO groups. CUFOS is specifically mentioned in

f> . - • . . - . , -

' 17. There is an AF reg. numbered AFR 200.23, ^BrMrl.l ml -L!J2ruJegt NIGAP".
. -

which is classified Secret. It contains .five paragraphs, 1r v i i r t ' j ' • ' • ' • • • - . ./ I ,r , •*• *~ ' ' r
' ' - '. . . . . .

for pf f icial use only.. Deals with^reporting of UFO sightings

'£"* y '̂ by'̂ p j lots and receipt of information "from civilian agencies and group

Apparently AF has been using civilian: agencies as source of info on

civilian sightings. : Reg has been in 'effect since .'65 with several

revisions. 5~ee ̂ /̂  //̂ -̂  ̂ 00.-^.^ (z pj* •) <

^p-" Hore on Socorro/Zamora: Traveller .witness was found by AF and

supposedly silenced. NMIMT soil analysis was performed under

031 supervision. Results w.ere classified. Doty wanted to know how

1 found out on this one. . • .

There were also two apparent rada;r confirmation's of the case,

one from White Sands and one from Walker.^, •> >- '•

Beer truck driver- (Beer Distr. truck) was goihg south along

hwy when he also witnessed object taking^ 'off. HisV'report surfaced

two days later via State Police to A3?;. Driver was interviewed by

OBI (1059th was involved). Man sworn to secrecy. He did hot know

what h e h a d seen, ... . . . - - . . • ' ; ' - . • ' : • • • "

* • ' ' . .'' -.̂  . . . . - • • • . •

•±Qf More on Weitzel letter: This case was: well covered by AF. Bill

English (he was not named, only alluded to)v caused" a lot of trouble.
r!'he answers given to Bob Todd were all, fabricated ;"'{ Doty Wanted to

know who Todd was working for..- ..'."''•."• . .^ t t-; <- • •>' '* ' •"'•*'•'" - - '-.. . - ' * . .
: .;•:'•• - •' .- .. •;-\-\.\'-v'^ •-' *'• .>. ••-;• " • • ' • • • "'"•

20. ^project Blue Room" (see Goldwater materifel^inr Rod^ll) was^a medical

technology research at WPAFB having to do w/' aliens. ' Highly

classified. Unusual involvement during VietNam war w/ bodies of

enemy w/ unusual physical characteristics. These found in jungle

&. resembled aliens. There was also a report about N. Koreans trying

i:o develop super race. Some bodies were examined by Blue Room
in hhat context also. All reports classified... ' more —



Information obtained from Doty regarding AFR 200.23:

This is a legitimate AF regulation containing five sections, three
of which are "Official Use Only", one of which is "Confidential",
and one of which is "Secret". The title of the regulation is also
"Secret".

I This regulation has nothing to do with, the "East-West Exchange Program"
but rather has to do with pilot procedures for identifying and report-
ing foreign aircraft, UFOs, etc. The regulation was initially issued
in 1965, and has been revised several times since.

The "Secret" section is entitled "National Intelligence Communications
Alert Procedure (NICAP)", not "Project :NICAP", and has nothing'to do

* with the old NICAP UFO organization.

Doty knew nothing about the allegedly "anonymous" letter from Boiling
on this subject. •

01-02-82 (typed)
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TO UFO HKPURTS

THE SENIOR DIRECTOR, INFORMATION OFFICER, AND SP ' s
CONTINUE TO RECEIVE UFO REPORTS FROM LOCAL CITIZENS.
TO ALLEVIATE THE SD1 s PROBLEM, THE INFORMATION LISTED BELOW
WILL BE PASSED TO INDIVIDUALS MAKING UFO REPORTS.

PROCEDURES:-
'TTHE AIR FORCE NO LONGER INVESTIGATES, UFO REPORTS
SlivC'E THE TERM I NATION OK PROJECT BLUE BOOK IN 1969.
;M- Y"'U FEEL THAT SOMETHING 'OF SCIENTIFIC IMPORTANCE
EXISTS, YOU MIGHT CALL UMD SCIENCE DEPARTMENT. IF YOU
THINK IT WARRANTS, CALL THE LOCAL POLICE DEPARTMENT. WE
ALSO HAVE A GENTLEMAN YOU CAN CALL WHO REPRESENTS THE
MUTUAL UFO NETWORK WHICH INVESTIGATES UFO SIGHTINGS.
HIS NAME IS RONALD ANDERSON. HIS- PHONE IS AC 715
723-1729 (CHIPPEWA FALLS, WI ) YOU CAN CALL HIM COLLECT."

NOTE: :'lT IS IMPORTANT TO STRESS THAT THE AIR .FORCE HAS NO OFFICAL \
INTEREST IN iiFQs. WHILE,' AT THE SAME TIME TRYING TO HELP
T H E CALLER. . ' _ • • - •

SEE ATTACHED INSTRUCTIONS. - V .:. .

CALL _3 29-3 200 for NCOC UFO CONFERENCE LOOP. ;
:

NOTICE: /lJNTIL_J[Qĵ ^ CLARIFIED. *"•
'THE-RCC WILL SUBMIT UNKNOWN"REPORTS UTILIZING(23) NR (DOC)
KM. 10 tiN ALL, .REPEAT ALLS- UFO/UNKNOWN^ OBJECT 'INFORMATION' 'NO-
MATTER' WIMT^TIIE" SOURClFMtGllT.,BE.;~:-'CIVJ[:tIAN -OR MILITARY. - ' • '

M A K E C E R T A I N T H A T THE NCOC IS ADVISED THAT. THE :"REPORT IS A "UFO" AND i__
NOT AN " U N K " IF WE D O N ' T SCRAMBLE OR DIVERT. ' • ' 'OBJECT WILL BE ,
DECLARED " U N K 1 1 ONLY IF WE SCRAMBLE OR DIVERT. ;: WHEN WE CALL IN THE d'4
REPORT REQUEST THAT NCOC PASSES THE INFORMATION TO NCOC INTELLIGENCE. I '*1 '

_. ' _ . . ; .*. _. . .

K*.1:.-

n
Oa^g^



Information relating to attached documents:

.NCOC= Norad Central Operations Center

NORAD/DO MSG 13/1617Z nov 75= Norad (DO is section or unit), message
of November 13th, 16:1? hours (Zulu), 1975.

23 NR (DOC) PM 10= Document number 23, form 10

This apparently relates to DOD Collection Requirement 23 (CR-23) which
deals with collection .and transmission of information related to UFOs
and national defense. Note the appearance of this number 23 on the
attached British document as highlighted in yellow. Either this British
item is authentic, or it is a clever forgery by someone who knew about
CR-23. (Note that this item came from von Keviczky/ICUFON).

m['here are also USA.P HQ CR-4-4 which deals with collection and transrnissio
procedures for photographic data concerning UFOs; and HQ CR-51 which is
UFO related but deals with some other (not presently known) aspect.

'Doty has indicated he will try to find out the meaning of the British
item. A copy of this was passed to him on 12-30-81.

"Cybertech link" is an intelligence transmission system involving not
only encoding, but also use of several different methods of transmission
each one of which carries only a part of the entire message.

01-02-82



?]. Army Project "Silver Sword" involved firing artillery project.iles

at unusual metal which had been picked up" somewhere" . Project

aates from 1960s. . . . •'•••• - .

?;>. Projecf'Seven Doors" (AFOSI. files)'.. Every seven years a convening
of scientific personnel for purpose of reassessing information availab

on UFOs. Reevaluation of technology is made to see if we can under-

stand anything more from crash-retrieval objects. In essence, this

project is the "on-going analysis of. recovered craft £ alien technolog

2-5. Project "Sky, Spot" (NASA/CIA) involves uae_ of classified satellites

which monitor UFO activity. Info ;Ls -relayed to -NASA receiving

station in Australia, then on to Langley. . ,

(NOTE) Former CIA agent Jim Sweet of Scottsdale, Arizona, has

confirmed the existence of this project. He says it was a '60s

effort which "has undergone several stages .of evolution since then".
:.~.3\?.e is no longer Sky Spot. . - - . • ' - > r ••

•pii • iiC CR-44 .(Collection Requirement document) APOSI procedures for
'*-.5S3s c.;-si'.';*~, <i~t

^ on UFGs from AP personnel. Concentrates on sightings

over or near military installations or govt. bases. DocuEaent is

classified.

.,. . • ' •-.,- • . ; ..- •-,,... . ' - . , , . _

•:)7. I!Q CR-51 (Collection Requirement document) AFOSI procedures for

collecting and forwarding data . obtained via civilian UFO aganoies,

/•• • •

2̂  Project "Rainbow": ECM (EC 135) aircraft flew patterns, over; a

specific area because of increased UFO. activity there. Pilots and

ECM crew obtained photos and audio recordings of transmissions which

apparently originated from UFOs. Location -of area in question

was not revealed. Project & reports still classified.
. \

27. More on Paul Bennewitz: He was onto something UFO related which

attracted interest of "government" people who thought he might

hove more than he did. Had he kept up Ms work, he would have made.

'a ".significant discovery", but he was gullible type and they used

this to discredit and discourage him.
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28. Regarding funny business on my/his phone lines, Doty said-he was

able to determine that this was initiated by ABQ atty named Darrell

Rosenberg, who used a P.I. named Ortega to obtain info from phone

company. Phone call to me was prob. Ortega's wife or Rosenberg's

r,ecy. Not govt., says Doty, but doesn't know yet who they were,

working for. Possibly a civilian group who is jealous. Says he will

try to pursue this further. • -: ' ." -

I checked ABQ phone book, -but could"find no atty. listed with

above name. (8-81) . . • ; : • • , • • •

po m iiotv suggests check of NASA orginazational chart. There is, he.

says,, a NASA Intelligence division* and a NASA Special Projects

-Hvision. It is these areas which are into UFO investigations,

omonp; other things. Note on chart that these two units do not list

a location or a department head. . --' . '

Deputy Dir of - Research PC Development (apparently for Spec,

/rejects) is a Dr. Uhleison, PhD (physics) who was former major

or captain in old ATIC. His name does., not appear on unclassified

register, but there is also a classified register.

There is no Uhleison listed in any of the D.C. area phone books

'3-81). , . : . • • ; • • - • •

•'•>--. One of Paul Bennewitz'- friends is a Randell Tallster, an inventor/

scientist who lives in the Tucson area, . .. - • ; : • - •

'-51. Doty suggests use of FOIA to get reports of "unidentified aerial

lights sighted over restricted test range, Kirtland AFB, NM between

8 Aug and 3 Sept, 1980. . ' ' ,'; ,

-^^ A l l FOIA requests should be directed to "HQ AFOSI/XPU, Boiling AFB,

V-'ashington, D.C. 20332." •

more...
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1st week in September, 1981; an air national guard pilot flying

a reconnaissance training mission in an A-7 near Dulce, NM (not

far from Colo, line) encountered a strange object in the air. He

managed to fly a vertical maneuver to take pictures with his on-board

camera, a pod type using 8ram motion pix film in color. At the game

time, he snapped six 35mm photos with a Canon AE-1 which he had with

him in cockpit. Sunns were fuzzy and dark, but '35mms were excellent.

Hoth showed what was clearly the same/object. Someone leaked part

c.C the story to channel 7 ABQ news which carried storyj but commented

uhat AF would not confirm. AF intelligence 'at Kirtland "handeled

case, but Doty said he saw 2 of the six 35mms before all was sent

to HO in •B.C. - . c-

Doty also said he had lots of calls on sightings in the same

nre-3 last spring ('81). Also said that there are old indian paintings

of ob.lects ("flying fire gods") coming out of mountains in this

area. These paintings may be seen in County Court House in Dulce.

An August 21, 1972 document refers to a UFO case in Colby, Kansas

which involved Gome lav.' enforcement officers. 'Sighting took place

on Aupust 19th. OSI recovered some debris at a site six miles

north of Brownsville near St. Hwy 2#. Debris sent to McConnell AFB

near Wichita, and then on to Kirtland.

This case is fairly well known, but there are no reports of

debris recovery in civilian files.

* ' ' . ..' ..

Regarding Roswell incident, Doty located and talked to former FBI

a-ent Percy Wyl&III, who was at Dallas in '47. (WYLE on FBI Telex,

sent from Dallas to Cincinnati is same fellow.) Wyle recalls incident

but says he "knows only what others told him". He'did hot see

either craft or wreckage, but did see documents referring to the
' . ' . • . ' • » • - » • • • "

.recovered craft. He said he has been "bugged" by numerous people

about the case, and was debriefed by both FBI and military intelligence

on the matter. Recalls that at first it.was thought craft might be

something of Soviet origin, but later heard it couldn't be Soviet.

thought someone had said that bodies couldn't be explained in light

of Soviet theory, and that was when the lid crime down.

r.'nlph Webster was aprent in the area. Wyle thought he lived in



V.jrarigo, Colo, at the time, but has since retired. There was a

reunion of some sort in '75 and Webster was there along with another

fellow named George Martinez who was living near Wichita Falls,

"exas. George was a reserve military .officer who was a double agent

type reporting on military intelligence affairs, directly to Hppyer.9/

(following info, from Loren. Gross viaiSTF- 9/81:) On a document

referring to an August, 19̂ 9. UFO case, the District 17 031 - agent

was Sheridan W. Cavitt. HQ was Albuquerque. This may be same

Cavitt referred to .by-.-iJesse.'-Marcel. ...-•:.'. .
From my own sources, I discovered Cavitt retired from the AF

a<~, It. Col in Dec. of '64. Service number was 456185501.

Doty pointed out, that OSI ;came^into existence officially on
.1 '1/1/47 with implementation of National Security Act. Most, b_ut

Iinti 5̂ -_l agents were former members of the Air Investigative Division
(A I'D) of the Army .Air Forces. • - , : . •

following information from Bob Klinn, 10/81:) 13 years ago (1968),

••'linn was doing interview for -a radio UFO documentary. During the

Cession, an associate mentioned involvement with an AF Project
".".ilver Lance". (Klinn regards man's, name as confidential over the
phone, but says he. can..arrange a meeting face tp face in future.)

Fellow .shut up when he realized that .Bob didn11 know anything about

"uch a project. He now says it is hard to recall details.
Project wfifl Top Secret and involved a "scrambling situation"

where highly trained units of men were available to go after UFOs.

'.Ins "outside of Blue Book". Klinn's source, a man in late forties,
was not military at all. He related .a personal belief that contact

-~—̂ — *> . . . . . - , „

has already been made. . J .-'•'

Source also talked about a mid.'5.0s:AF project involving scientis
in Ool.oradc. There were, he. .says, "lots of people involved who are

not talking now", This may be.same project which Genl. Doolittle
( interview 10/81) said was conducted at Colo. Springs during time

he was Ohmn of AF Scientific Advisory ;Board between '55 and '58.

Klinn's source said project was directedrout of the Pentagon, but
!i:',| in Colorado. . . . : : ,-r. • • • • ; . .

Also from Klinn: .CIA Project "Chatterbox" was-an effort, conducts
by tv;o agents, to find psychically oriented individuals supposedly
for use in some sort of effort to make, contact with aliens.
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Information obtained via Special Agent Richard C. Doty, AFOSI, 17th ' .,
Dist., Kirtland AFB, Albuquerque, NM', at a meeting between myself
and Doty which took place in a restaurant on Central Aye. about.two
blocks east of Girard Ave. in Albuquerque. Meeting took place the
evening of December 29th, .1981 between 7:00 PM and 10:30 PM. . :

.(!)' Doty said that "local-" fi2®s on UFOs are not expensive, but that
he had located some informat-ion that I. might be interested in regarding
a "Fro.1 ectSilver- SkyJ'. He showed me a secret document dated 21 Oct.
1969 relating^W tTFis^prqo'ect':arid indicating that .some sort of object
referred to as a "spike, craft", had been recovered in New Mexi.co by
the AF at that time. Four civilians were named in the document as
having been witnesses to this matter. ''It was indicated that all were
debriefed and asked to sign .security^pledges.

(2) Doty related further detail's of his interview (conducted under
pretense of doing -an-Investigation)with .former FBI agent .Percy Wyly III
Wyly recalled his involvement 'in the Roswell Incident, quite readily*
but said that he had never really known what was going on at higher
levels. Wyly indicated that the' FBI was. cooperating with the AAF fully
concerning this matter, and that it was the AAF that was calling the
•shots.. He also said that it had .been the FBI who was .monitoring the
TELEX newswire .out of Albuquerque "at."the time, and that it was them
(FBI) who cut off Sleppy' s transmission\ari<i prd.e.red her not to try
to send out the story. . This had been done after a "high; level request
from the AAF (Pentagon) .to plug up news leaks. He did not know" who
had initiated the request since, he was assigned to Dallas at the time
and not New Mexico. Sard he had only heard about this later and had
seen some documents referring to. it.

(3) Stanton Friedman's F.OIA .communications with AFOSI HQ at Boiling
AFB finally struck a. nerve in early December,.'81. (Refer to copies
of Stan's correspondence for details.) As: a result, FOI officer Noah
Hamilton appealed to his superior (a ublonel) for* direction with the
result that a communication went out to allAFOSI-.field offices world-
wide spelling out .the procedure to' be used by .them in the event that
they received FOIA requests from Friedman. '_ Doty .had a copy of this
document in his possession (labeled "For Official .Use Only"), which
he permitted me to read. This document was dated. 9th December'81.

In response to my question as to whyrsuch an extraordinary action
had been taken, Doty replied that HQ OSI was reacting to a classified
directive from President/Reagan last fall (Sept or Oct '81) which
ordered that no further UFO data of consequence was: to be released
under any circumstances. Because of; Friedman*s persistence, it was
feared that he would initiate FOIA requests with each of AFOSI's aprox-
irnately 160 field offices, and. that due to bureaucratic pressures
within these offices, someone might slip up and release sensitive,,
or restricted information. •

Doty said that Hamilton's -statement that all UFO data had been
released with the Blue Book .material was' totally .false and that actually
there "existed filing cabinets full of still, classified UFO material
as OSI HQ. Dot'y indicated, that he personally had seen some of this
material. The policy.is to stonewall as much as possible and to lie
only when necessary. The justification for non-release of data under

__the Reagan order would be FOIA exemption "5" (National Security).
(4) With respect to the controversial Cash/Landruni, Day ton, Texas, case,
Doty provided the following information which he said he had obtained
directly from a Houston OSI agent whom he knows:



' The object in .question was actually an experimental craft, developed
jointly by USAF/NASA. The craft, which-was under development at
Ellington AFB nea-r Houston, had been flown- before with a different
(conventional) propulsion system. More recently it had been fitted >
with an experimental nuclear system using a C9nventional svstem ,:;v̂
as b'ack-up. The craft was somewhat circular in shape, 0*0. J/rf-lJJA.L̂ ŷ . ,
On; the night in question (December-29,1980), the craft was to be ' Cf1''

• test-flown from Ellington AFB (a NASA support base near Houston) to
Fort Hood, (near Waco) with two pilots ,on board. Early on in the
flight, the craft developed problems with Its-navigational, system
which caused it to stray :from its designated flight plan. Helicopters
were called out from Ft. Hood to help;.guide .the craft, but as they
were en route, the nuclear propulsion;system also failed. The two
pilots experienced som-e. problem ,in: trying ;to -start the back-up pro-
pulsion system, and" had just about decided they would try to ditch

. into Lake Houston when the back-up firmed .and the escort helicopters
arrived on the scene virtually simultaneously. , • .
There were nine civilians involved ,an, this, case. AFINTEL (with one
AFOSI agent present) debriefed six of .these (including two, Texas
Highway Patrol officers), and had all. .six sign security statements.
None of these was believed exposed, to sufficient radiation to cause
any rae:dical problems, but all were checked over as a precaution.
At least two were rgiyen potassium iodide .by the AF physician who
attended them. The other, three Betty,.Cash,. Vikie Landrum and Colby
Landrum, were not contacted by. AFINTEL because of their involvement

. with civilian UFO people. It was .determined that :these three could
be used to further the ."UFO explanation" .and thus provide effective
cover for the real nature, of the affair.:'..-. ;
NASA/USAF'R reason for cloaking the matter in secrecy and confusion
is to avoid a public outcry against nuclear propulsion research

. similar to that currently:in progress against the nuclear power
industry* It was ,deemed highly desirable /that the public not be made
aware that the government is .doing any: work .in nuclear propulsion
systems at all. Also it was., felt, that, any.-admission that the govern-
ment was involved in testing nuclear .propelled devices so close to
a heavily populated area (Houston) would,.be viewed by the public and

. the press as a callous disregard for "the public safety.
One curious aspect of this case is that the chief civilian investi-
gator (John Scheussler of MUFON) Is;an employee of NASA and at the
same time serves as an active CIA agent.'. (This, said Doty, was con-
firmed to him by "a friend" who had checked'.the matter out.) Since
it is certain that Schuessler is aware/of'..the real nature of this
case, it must be assumed that his activiti.es ,on the part of the
"UFO investigation" are part of .the concerted effort to confuse the
issue in the eyes of the public;. •'.". '..'•••. ' •

(5). NASA recently changed from the- use ,of. "Code Names" for "Projects"
to "Numbers" for "Programs". '" ": - . . .'.: .". '

(5s) Oonvrvuter which stores SCI (highly classified security) Indices
and references is known Jas. "IMID", .and was developed by IBM. This
system has a complex'set of access''procedures, etc. None of the data1

on IMID is .listed in the DCI index listings or. files. ("DCI- Defense
Central Index; SCI= Security Classification Index).
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(6) More details about "Project Aquarius":'

The "MJ Twelve" in the classification restriction refers to access
by the President, members of., the National Security Council, and
other individuals designated by this group. The total number of
people who have access to the "Aquarius document" is twelve (the
"Magic Twelve"). , . , •

The Aquarius document is about 6" thick, is compartmentalized to
include separate sections on structural analyses, metallurgical

..analyses, autopsy reports on recovered aliens, etc. Names, .dates,
and places are cipher coded with the code key kept under separate
classification. President Eisenhower ordered all copies but one
"incinerated" during his administration. The material that would
have been designated "Project Blue Book Special Report No. 13" has
been incorporated into this document as a special section. (The
person who was responsible for. the- foul-up in the numbering system
which led to "Report 14" without a "13" was disciplined for this
embarassing oversight.) ••".••'-,••./

The Aquarius Document contains "philosophy" as well as technical
data. In the section which deals with the philosophy behind the need
to. maintain a "Top Secret" posture for as long as possible with
respect to the Aquarius data, are the .following two startling con-
clusions which have been arrived at by the US government with respect
t o UFOs: . . . . . . .."..-•[•:•''•.. .;• •• - '

(A) The events surrounding Jesus ^Christ and the establishment
of the Christian religion were;manipulations affected by beings
of an advanced civilization from another world. This was done as
part of a sociological experiment of some sort with human beings

' playing the part of the "guinea pigs". At. least some of the
subsequent visitations of UFOs to planet Earth over the past
2,000 years have been for the purpo.se of monitoring this experimen
(B) Release of this data to the public would not only severely

cripple the ability of the government (indeed any government in
tlna western world) to effectively govern, but would also severely
damage the very fibre of Western.civilization as we know it.

'.['he figure "a million years in advance-of our own" has been used to
describe this alien civilization.'. .

Doty received most of the'.above information ..concerning Project
Aquarius from Scott D6orman, former intelligence assistant to
President Carter's former National Security Advisor Zbigniew Breainsk:
Doorman is now an executive in a private firm and lives in Virginia
near Washington, B.C. Doty has requested that Doorman not be contact*
by me. ' . . '.".'''

(?) The material in W.B. Smith's' 1950 Top Secret Canadian memo is
100* accurate concerning American .attitudes, efforts .and secrecy
regarding UFOs. ': ' ., .. '

(8; Someone in the Library of Congress called attention to our work
on the Roswell Incident and brought it to. the attention of one of
the intelligence agencies (Doty said he did not know which one). As
a result, the FBI made a'brief inquiry into myself, Berlitz and
Friedman. The conclusion was to let things ride for the time beinp;.



(9) Lt. Col. Wendelle C. Stevens (USAF ostensibly retired) .is in
reality an active agent for AF Intelligence. He is part of the govern-
ment's "disinformation" program with respect to UFOs and civilian
efforts.. Doty advised me^in strong terms to "Forget about it and
Leave him alone!" He says he. has known; this for, some time, but waited
to see how much I knew .before telling. .me..

(10) Norman Seymour, Boise, Idaho (currently), formerly AFOSI at
Kirtland, was responsible for setting up: security standards for the
protection of a "recovered spacecraft" about 1968. • The analysis of
this craft took seven years to complete- at: .Sandia .and Los Alamos, with
some structural analysis done at White Sandsv On April 7, 1970,
two AF technicians,.! s;gt., .1 enlisted, -were lilled at White Sands
while trying to open something that was recovered. The object exploded.
Parents were told their sons were killed, in an explosion at White
Sands,' but no details were, given. V : -'•.'•'

Seymour currently wo.rks for Skaggs .Dzrugsv

(11) Dr. Uhleison, mentioned in previous 'hjOtes, is with NASA Scientific
Intelligence. He is also possible CIA, and lives in Roslyn, Fairfax
Oounty, VA. It is unlikely, that, he would appear on a NASA employee
roster. ; , ; '..-: .'...;

(12) The Airways Air Communications: Service (AACS) was involved in
UFO investigations to the extent that they monitored areas where high
concentrations of UFO sightings had.. been reported. They had mobile
and airbourne monitoring equipment on' call. for this purpose. Some of
their people were active during the. Wanaqtie Reservo.ir flap in New
Jersey in the mid '60s. • '" """,. - . .".'', -

This agency was later incorporated into 'the Defense Communications
Agency (DCA), which now has custody of the', old "AACS files.

(15) Senator Harrison Schmidt of New Mexico, (.'former astronaut) might
be a helpful contact. .. . .*. .

Probably the most ^ comprehensive intelligence brief in existence
on UFOs, aside from the Aquarius material, is the Top Secret USAF
.Intelligence Brief 210.3. This was originally prepared in 197̂  as a
Joint Chiefs of Staff (JOS) document, is currently in custody of the
Air Force, and is updated constantly. Since 197̂ , thirty-one changes
have been incorporated into this document. . Doi;y has had personal
access to it while in D.C. . ••:••. ,

(15) A "Project Milky Way" was a joint USAF/NASA project involving
use of satellites to monitor UFO activity.' This one was leaked in at
least one civilian UFO publication or book, but the AF covered it
effectively with false information., , . . . ^ . - . - • .

: i * *

(16) The recent "Ellsworth. H.umanoids Hoax" recently written up by-
Larry Bryant in MUFON Journal 164 (Oct. '81), p. 16, was not a hoax
at all but an actual leak that. was well -covered by the AFOSI and AFINTEL
Doty says that he was • personally involved in -parts of this one and that
"there were some real . unexplained things in that one". This is
something we will go into at a later dat.e when we have time for it.
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(17) Regarding the NASA- involvement; most of the activity is at
Patrick AFB in Florida.. .... 'The Geodetic Survey Office in MD is a cover
for the UFO data collection system.

NASA's debriefing for astronauts is composed of four parts, three
of which are unclassified and the fourth of which is classified.
UFOs are covered as a part of part four.

Doty said that he had -heard from a friend of his that some of the
astronauts did have encounters in space and. that NASA altered film
to hide this. Doty also said that NASA employed a "two-sided tape"
system in their radio communications link/with astronauts in space.
This means that what the public hears may not actually be what is .
being transmitted at the time. (Perhaps some kind of s "sideband"
system involving a signal which must be "split" upon reception by
sophisticated equipment. WLM-idea only based on conversation at
this point. Doty seemed aware of the system but did not seem to quite
understand how it worked.) .

(18) Bill Teneyk (pron: "ten-ike") HQ APOSl/IVOS may be of some help
in providing additional information. He is rather opposed to so much
strict government secrecy on this topic. Important not to mention.
Doty or indicate how Teneyk1 s name was .obtained. One possible .approach
is to call Boiling, ask for number of OSI/IVOS, and approach Teneyk
with offer to discuss APRO data on Bennewitz with him. Since AFOSI
is doing its own investigation of this fellow, he should be interested.
After contect is made, as for his help "in providing additional UFO-
related information.. (Reason for continued interest in Bennewitz is
that he has threatened to go to the Soviets with his discoveries.)

(19) Intelligence agencies tend to monitor civilian UFO gatherings
only when something of interest to them -is on the agenda.

(20) On my request for info on Capt, Roland Willett, USN, Doty advised
that Willet had been at Corpus Christi Naval Air Station from 194-7
through 1950, and 'that he had retired at Brownsville, Texas, in 1953.

.H Subsequent meeting at no,ori, Dec. 30, 1981 in parking lot of Goody's
•H Restaurant, Yale Ave» at; Gibson Blvd. Meeting lasted about 20 minutes

*•- Doty gave me copies of three documents as follows:
to -classified document relating to Project Silver Sky, dated 1969.
.H -classified document relating to UFO photo analyses, with mentions
^ of NASA UFO involvement, Project Aquarius, Bennewitz case, etc.
CD -unclassified (FOUO) directive originating with HQ AFOSI dealing with
-•° handling of FOIA requests from Stanto.n Friedman.

05 In response to my question about "Do we" know where they (the aliens)
0 . come from, Doty answered that he had heard that there were possibly
^̂ 1; three distince alien civilizations that had. visited here in the last
1-1 cK several thousand years, and that one of these originated in a star
^^ system about 9 or 10 light years away.
> '̂;
'rl"" He also said he had no direct knowledge, of any communications between
«s o Ufi anr* the aliens.

rTJT Some data concerning the interpretation of documents and abbreviations
o ̂  follows as annotations to the .documents themselves. - -
ft END 01-02-32



Data derived from investigation conducted 12-17-81 into possible
identity of beer truck driver who witnessed UEO in 1965 Zamora/Socorro
incident: ^ : .'.;'_ - • \

Driver may have been one Luis RIVERA., former employee of J.G. Maloof
Distributors, 5?3 Commercial .NE, .Albuquerque. Rivera was employed
by Maloof from about 1965;until about 1970. He is credited with
starting the Socorro route. . • ; , ' . •

Rivera is still living in Albuquerque, but whereabouts unknown.
One of Maloof's current employees saw hira .at NM State Fair last year.

Persons in Socorro who might be able to help on this mattei^ are:

-Max Torres, Sunset Bar, Soeorro
-Steve Torres, El Camino Motel, Socorro
-Earl ^ , owner of Capitol. Bar,- Socorro
-"!v!annleir , owner of Buckhorn Bar, San Antonio (NM)

Above information obtained froiii interview with Dave Kaury, now part
owner of cT.G. Maloof. •



Interview with General Jimmy H. Doolittle, Monterrey, CA, 10-06-81, 3:00PM

Genl. maintains that his only"immediate association with UFOs was as

Chmn of AF.Scientific Advisory Board." .During that time, he says, they

"hired a team to make a complete study" of the matter. This team selected

sightings and investigated each completely. They found that almost all

verified sightings could he explained with today's knowledge. A few,

however, were,not possible to explain, but there was a possibility that

with additional knowledge these could be explained too. Adds that "it

was impossible to do a scientific study of them". (Possibly a telling

remark?) - - ' • ' •

(Note that this statement was virtually; word for word what he said to

Hal Starr (on tape) 5/6 years ago. It was said almost as if it was a

prepared text.) . .

Genl. closes with "this was the last I had to do with UFOs."

Admits making a trip,to Oslo, Stockholm, Copenhagen, Amsterdam, etc., but

says he does not recall exactly what transpired on that rrip. Says he

was with Shell at the time, but did check in with some military people.

Travelled Oslo to Stockholm on 8-20-4-6 and Stockholm to Copenhagen on

B-.-V--'̂ .. Cannot; recall iisaking any written .report on activities in

Stockholm. Says he recalls concern of Swedish-British-US authorities

about "Ghost rockets"., but doesn't recall people involved.

Doolittle was member of AF Scientific Advisory Bd. from Jan 'Si through

Dec.'78. He was Vice Chairman Jan.'51 through Nov.'55, and Chairman

from Nov.'55 through Dec.'58. He was also a member of-'NACA from 19/1-8

through 1959, and .was chairman 1956-58. At.that time, the agency had

about a 100 million dollar budget.

Getting back to the UFO-study made by the AF Sci. Adv. Bd., he says

this'/as made at Colorado Springs, was a study of several months duration,
*

and t.-.ook -nlace in the summer time. An individual was hired who surrounded

hi in ye If with experts. The group eventually submitted a report to the

'".Iv. Ed.

At; th.i.R point, when I asked if this report might be available and

: iij could be obtained., I received, a lengthy discourse (almost a

rly lecture—rather stern) on "secrecy and. the need, for security".

:;;.-3i< by st&b.uig l;'nat "too many of us are blabbermouths", and went
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on to say that some things can't be discussed for the good of the nation.
f "

Pointed out that there were unfriendly ears.everywhere. Sometimes things

must be classified and must remain classified for a long time-r even inq.te

than thirty years. The thirty year thing is !'nbt automatic". .

At this point I made a comment, about the problem of knowing where

to look being often as important.as knowing what to look for. Doolittle

answered that ''gomp-h-ijTifi_g_pv^ri knô q̂ĝ ĵ liejiĝ tô look will not help if

the things you are looking for are'not meant to be found".

'•fie moved on to the Smith memo, which I recited from memory. He is intereste<

Q: I wonder; can you comment on this memo at all?

A; 1 know nothing about it. • . . . ; . . • ' ,

Q: Can you comment as to the use.of Dr* Bush's name here? It seems

unusual that he would be named if there wasn't some sort of involvement.

A: It was the kind of thing he would have been interested in, but

whether he was involved or not I do not;know. I :know absolutely

nothing about UPOs, either on or off the'record.

Q: Assuming for a mome/nt that this memo-can be taken at face value,

thiin it would certainly seem that NACA .would have been the most logical

group to have been involved .in such-a project.

A: Not necessarily. There were other places.

Q: Can you elaborate on that ? ' . • • • •

A: No. . ' . : • : ' : . ' • • .

Q: Can you recommend anyone else whom I might contact for further

information? . .• . : . .".':•'.''

A: As to the Colorado Springs project, you might try to contact

Dr. Alfred Rockefeller. He.was-a historian .for the AF and might be

able to help you somehow. He.is now "retired in LA. (PH 213-393-3191)

Moving on to his work under; Eisenhower to investigate the nation's intelliger

agencies and the security network, he seerns surprised that I knew about

this ac all. Whfcn -'- <*sk if the final -report on this work might be avail-

able, his response is: "If any such report exists, I am certain it is
still Classified Top Secret".

H'M.C.', Intelligence? He says he cannot .recall a specific intelligence

function connected with M.AC A.



My impressions of interview:

(1) It appears he knows something, but he is an artist at keeping

his mouth shut. Kis answers deal totally in specifics, lie does not

and .__wi 1 j-_ no ĵ  jjil̂ QilgĴ -Q-*!—anyjlh_ing.. '
(2) If .he is in on the UFO secret, and if he had anything to do with

covering; it up, then it is well covered.
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* MOORE//PRATT July,.,7-9, 1982

(implement a policy of)

M How many people wd it take working full time to sow confusion, keep the

UFO groups off balance...it wdnt take too many people to keep us off
three

track. . .one in each of the ifimimn major orgs and one for

the smaller ones thTat were deemed to be worth the trouble, and you might

have a few other people whose jobs are associated therwith, and really th

could quite effectively keep everybody off balance.by feeding disinforma-

tion or feeding a little bit of truth to get somebody off on another

track pursuing something that isnt deeemed to be too important. It wdnt
in company with

be a maj.or operation, and that cbmpanied with the concept of having

the people who have to deal with the press simply maintaining an attitude

of debunking and of the concept that there isnt really anything there

anyway and that the Govt isnt interested in doing anything, they have

found nothing in all of its investigations — the standard press statements

--and those people wdnt have to know there was anything to hide. They

cd simply be told well there's nothing to hide, we're telling the people

the truth, it's all of these UFO nuts running around trying to make liars

out of us when in fact there is nothing there. Anf the press tends to tat-, _.,TO__£-ĝ

govt pronouncements ALL TOO FREQUENTLY AS GOSPEL without questioning i±

and at the same time requiring extraordinary evidence from any b o dy

privately who makes a statement to the_ contrary. It just wdnt take that

much and the money that wd be spent to keep it going in the space of a ye

time wd be more than for those few people in just paying their salaries ,

than all the UFO' groups could fund for research in ten years instead of

one, just completely overwhelm them. ...1 think thats what we're exper-

iencing here, that's why we've never been able to get off the ground.

When NICAP really began to get threatening to the Air Force, beginning to

have an undue influence in the govt sector, that they were simply deraile

at that point. And now all of a sudden we find out that their board was

riddled with CIA people and the guy who replaces Keyhoe as director has
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questionable connections and the fellow who takes over for him even

more questionable connections, who knows how many people in the other

orgs arent in the same boat?

P Are the civilian orgs important enough to disrupt? Do they pose enough o

a threat to uncover any of the secrets or cover up or whatever...

M Yeah, I guess in a sense they present not a threat but a possible threat.

The idea is not to allow them to get to the status of threat but to keep

them off their balance before they ever get that far. And I think thats a

good strategy.

P There are enough bona fide nuts in the field to--

M Of course—you encourage an Adamski here, a Richard Andolucci there,

you encourage a Wendelle Stevens here, you encourage any number of those

people...they don't take much encourangements. all theyneed is a little

attention, so you show them how to get it and they do the job for you witl

out you ever having to pay them. The same sense with Phil Klass. They doni

have to put him on the payroll. They just need to encourage him to con-

tinue what he's doing. So, any time he flags in his effort they dump a

little more seemingly bona fide debunking information on him that it coulc

nt be so becaufse. . .and he takes it from there. Why pay him?
-. * "•
1

P General G and Mr D . . . p&Lt line

M Yeah, could be a clue . . . somebody who had been in Vietnam, had been

disgusted with the situation over there, somes back into the intelli-

gence service, spends a number of years doing whatever kind of work

All of a sudden he stumbles onto somebody likes "Dr Berkowitz" and that

necssitates him getting involved at a higher level and then finds out

what's behind UFOs, so to speak, and because of his disgust with the

whole system realizes that this might be the way to get back. So he

utilizes what he has come to know to gain more information and at the
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same time makes an effort to pass it along very quietly-we could have

a whole group of people in a similar situation where they are part of

a loosely knit effort to change the status quo.

P what I was thinking of earlier is, say, starting out with the South

Dakota incident, with a cop on a rural road late at night and this thing

goes thru the sky etc...and next thing the LCF...and alert at Lima 9.

an OZ violation...SAT..zapping of rifle, etc...then in comes the hero

M There weren't two characters (SD incident) only one

P and the hero is one of those who comes to investigate—maybe two heroes

for all we know--and not believing the soldiers' story about seeing the

object and all . . . but continuing the investigation and finding that

the silo had been tampered with in some fashion and then going on with

the investigation and then being called off by higher authorities and

being told: "What you'-re dealing with is not human." And this perplexes

the man...and then I dont know exactly what happens next but then he woulc

be one of those flying down to Kirtland AFB and being suddenly accompanie

by a UFO sitting off his wingtip and attempting to report this and

their telling him to switch to another frequency to discuss this and

then being grilled over the radio and--

M You can have the Angel Fire thing . . . . the pilot would make the

report. He (hero) wouldn't

P OK, he could be with a pilot, I suppose.

M Yeah, because if his first experienve is this thing up at the silo and

then suddenly he--and there's a hint that there's something at a higher

level than he has .previously suspected, .and then all of a sudden he

gets involved a pilot sighting and the pilot automatically knows how

to report this, and suddenly there's a hint that somebody at -fefe higher

level is dealingwith it too. And not only that, but they've got full
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time people sitting out there _waiting_ togi/ye instructions on these

reports. That certainly would be enough to get him curious.

P And then may or may not have the thing sitting on the end of the

runway. Maybe that wd just clutter it up. But when they do get -there

theyre both debriefed and told not to say anything.

M Yeah, it's almost too contrived to have it sitting there waiting for

them.

P Yeah, although this allegedly occurred to that colonel... OK, and from

there--this is what you call a plot point, number one, and then he realizt

"My God, they really do exist!" And then he gets i-nterested in finding

01i1- T.-rH p f - o KoVti 'rtrl t-H o TTT^O nVion ornon r*T\ an rl t-n i c r» 011 "1 <~J Ho r.7n OT- oVi Ti o>_»• i_ •• i. Ld t_ i_t wi—j. i .J - i -^ *̂ 1^1.11^ LJ .*. V^ h^*.*.x_!.!u*»i.*_i4.ui-*- , «-*.*. *u t_ i. i .i- O w W *̂ ^- t-i ^J \^. *Vi.^v^^. *^ t.i LI^Z

.as an OSI officer or investigator or whatever, is then briefed on the

phenomenon in Washington or wherever he, at Boiling AFB or wherever

he is told about these things. He does not know exactly what Aquarius

is about but he hears about it at the--I dont know what you call it,

there in 1980 in December when he went thru all that--

M It could be a briefing. ' .

P OK, but then you would have to have a reason for his being disillusioned

or unhappy with certain aspcts of the government's attitude, etc. We

have to bring in somehow the Vietnam angle. Did you get the impression

that D lost some good friends over there?

M Yeah--

P Deliberately led to their slaughter?

M Well, he was at a site, which apparently was a listening post that was

overrun in either Laos or Cambodia, and he told me the name of the site

at one time...but apparently that was one of the things that kind of

disillusioned him. I guess some of the people that were there were

killed. It could be that they couldnt leave the place until they had
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destroyed some of their equipment so that it didn't fall into the hands

of the--it could be that. I dont know. But it was over run. Whether

they'hadn't provided adequate support or backup or defense for that

site or whether they had allowed it to fall for another reason, I don't

know.
/

P Well, I had a retired scientist in my original sketches, only my

retired scientist was patterned after Howard Burgess (look at

papers)

M "High command briefings requested in accordance with AFOSI Regulation

124.4 be completed at HQ on..." see. He's requesting that in August

of 80....which wd have been just before he contacted me. Maybe three

weeks.

P Now you told me CR44 was Collection Requirements for when it is known

to be a UFO and 51 when it could be a UFO or a foreign craft--

M Yeah..:Now the possibility is too that we center the book, not around

him but he could be one of the main characters, but around somebody

based upon me...somebody in the private field who is interested who

suddenly falls into more than he's able to handle.You could work in

Berkowitz and uh, make up a name, Mr. Denny, or whatever, and as also

principal characters and simply tell it from my point of view, that this

man gets into touch, that Berkowitz becomes--his work is known to me

and becomes interesting and I get into touch with him and play it sort

of straight...a civilian who gets in over his head on this thing and

ultimately come up wt a plot whereby something-.-I don't know what the

ending's going to be there....you'd have to come w up with an idea for

an end—where does it all go? That I find out enough of the truth to

realize why the government is in the position it is and can't twll
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about it, or where I join the other side.

P Yeah. My reason for picking the hero as the main, h the officer, the

intelligence officer as the hero is that it would be far easier, I v?d

think, for somebody on the inside to get at the truth of this matter

than somebody on the outside, like you or me....OK, that's a possibility

too. One problem with this whole thing is that it could lapse into pure

words where somebody is telling all this, or telling hos they dis-

credit this person, that person, how they deal with e people--uh, when

it is better to show by example. Especially in a movie, or in thenovel,

or whatever--having somebody expalaining all this is happening--

M Yeah, you have to work them in from two sides of the coin. You have to

work, say, Stringfield and whoever into the two sides of the plot there

and show how one is reacting and the other is--

P OK, we have this guy, he's brought in, after Kirtland, and he's briefed

and his first assignment is to work with Berkowitz and check him out

and then somewhere he could be given the job of (discrediting String-

field, and what he does is to feed him the photos and let him hang

himself with the bad photos or whatever. How.do you bring in Wendelle

Stevens? A side plot or--yeah. He could be one of the freaks throughout

the movie or the book and you discover toward the end that he is really

one of the insiders and that's his job. Somewhere in here you've got

to have this tabloid UFO reporter who is made to lose his job and

effectively put out of the UFO Business. All right?

M Yeah, sure....

P I was also wondering about the possibility of bringing in as a source

the widow of ai/admiral \ho was once head of CIA or something like that.

M HOw about not necessarily the widow but the will...YOu have reason to

believe that a given admiral has secreted away c-rtain items of evidence
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during his lifetime, perhaps into a safe deposit box, and he dies of old

age — nothing mysterious there — and you as an investigator, having heard

rumors that this man might have left behind something of great importance

are interestedin finding out who has the estate. He dies without issue

and without near relatives, and so you make an effort to locate the

certificate of death, but there is none. YOu make an effort to locate

the record of a will for probate, and there is none. Neither is there a

statement that he died intestate. You make an effort to locate the grave

in a cemetery, but there is none. And somehow you find out who his

attorney was. When you approach the attorney you discover in some way or

another tht the attrney has been sitting on the will all because if the

will ever goes thru probate it is going to really create a fuss because i;

mentions these items and leaves them to posterity, to the public, or

to the Washington Post or something like that. And so the lawyer has
little

been behind all these/efforts to create a non-person, to make it appear

there never was one, o in order to avoud filing the will, of course,

he got to avoud filing a death certificate, so there's no crosscheck

there and feeling--because there's no close family, no one to have left

it to anyway, there won't be any questions there, and maybe the second

cousin who might have gotten interested there at one point is dissuaded

from doing so or is persuaded there's nothing in the will, you know,

that he's gone thru a lot of effort here to create a non-person on paper

to avoid filing his will, which he has been charged with filing. And then

have him prepared to turn over everything for examination to this

reporter, to have him disappear that night under mysterious circumstances

as well have the attorney disappear. He makes an arrangement with

you to view the contents of this safe deposit box, which includes numerou
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documents--

P Why would you--why is the attorney covering all this up to begin with?

M He is a patriot, a red neck. The admital was a good friend of his. He

doesn't want to see the man's name associated with such things.

P The lawyer knows what's in the things?

M Yeah...Why didn't he simply destroy it? You'll have to cook up something

there, but, see, to bring that it--that parallels very closely the busine;

with Von Poppen, Nicholas Von Poppen...the Baltic baron who is supposed

to have, according to Story, had the photograph the thing and have the

metallurgic analysis by a process of photography, remember that? And I

made an effort to locate him and he's almost a non-person. There was

no will ever filed, although I did get his death certificate.

P Let's suppse we have a private investigator, a private researcher, who

is aware of the lawyer and the admiral and has not been able to crack

the lawyer, and you'be being interviewed on the radio one morning and

our hero hears you while driving to work and he gets in touch with you

the researcher, and wants to learn more about what he's gotten into.

And somewhere after he gains your confidence you tell him about the lawyei

and the admiral and the hero is able to persuade the lawyer to part

with this information in some fashion, being with the military and

being a high ranking officer...All right. What I would like to see

is somewhere toward the end of the book a confrontation of sorts

between the hero and the president of the United States , with the

president of the united states explaining to him exactly why the hell

he cannot continue any farther into what he is doing and these, are

the reason why we have kept this quiet all through the years....YOu

mentioned a slow plot in one of the books y ou mentioned—what do you
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mean by a slow plot?

M It takes too long to develop any action. It just drags along.

P OK. Many things can be mentioned in passing--

M Oh, sure, you can s develop side plots as long as--the book can be

a thousand pages thick and still move very quickly. On the other hand,

a book can be 200 pages thick and drag...

P Certain well know cases which none of the civilian orgs --there are

certain things about certain well known cases which none of the civlian

orgs know anything about. You mentioned communication efforts.. I have

been told that in the Iran case there was a communication effort there

but I was never able to check this out....it wd have been a real

revelation if it was true.

M Even more frightening at the end wd be to discover that the aliens are
-T-ggsgsâ gffl'is! ifflm'mi'aJ<Tit-'"lnIi'J1"r rrfn1- ̂f'V v ru— -~vT"̂ rî SF'̂ '̂T3T?=:='"'̂ -̂?m^ -asa

controlling the dissemination of any infromation about them.
«î -._...-. ̂,.,...,.-.1. . -.-n:r--i--——•u~.~̂ ***»H<c**K><&aassŝ ^

P Welll...we have already decided the aliens really don't give a good

X7ytWWs
god TOte about us at all, and couldn't care less what we know what is

revealed about them, IT is our own government that is afraid to let this

information out, that we are merely an experiment--

M Yeah, that's true and if we go beyond that we are really going beyond

the realm of what we are trying to do, which is try to get as much of

the story out with as little fiction as possible.

P The hero says "Why cant we tellthe people? They're intelligent and
» ______ nr it _rrT__,_-mEgaa™a*"'M<1Bi''™'''»'iiHi i* mmngam»Li uui im.i n- .̂ luimrar:: r. — rr " " "*ra*""*

sophisticated enough to accept the fact that there may be civilizations

out there, but that's not the whole story. The whole story is that we
9̂£SSE35S3BSSSB*"*fe
^̂ 0K~—

are an exceedingly inferior civilation, that we are the product of a

continuing experiment ... and things like that . I would like to bring in

one or two rather good UFO cases that the hero is involved in in some

fashion
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M In or with?

P Either way, just so long as there are five or six good incidents

throughout the book.

M Well, this uh radar jamming certainly would be one (Kirtland AFB)

P That's where Dr. Berkowitz could come in too.

M Ke should definitely be involved (change tapes to side 2, #1)... IT could

be that one after his briefing that leads him to believe he really

hasn't been told all of it yet. You see, at the point where he thinks

heknow§OTi..t_-«a-l-i7 he suddenly realizes there's a lot more to this than

he's been told. When he tries to find out, he meets with some stone

walls.

NK Portray him as a mad scientist, only not so mad--

M Oh, yeah, Berkowitz, but I mean, with our hero. With Mr B or Mr C or

whatever we call him. You know, have him go and have his briefing and

come back very confident that he now knows all there is to know. And
ûj» .. . - • • ' ' ' • - - - - - - -

suddenly come home to an abduction case, one whale of a goodie, and

realize that he doesn't know it all, that there is more to it than he's

been told and when he tries to find out more about it, he meets with a

stone wall, that he can't get to that point and is perhaps finally

informed that "You've been told enough to do your job--you don't need

to know any more to accomplish your tasks and therefore lay off of this
*^'iii_n_i I .^.-m - - — - — .!--»-• -iiiiiaim i.mi »i iu • ,U i _ I ' . ' . '. ' ' "•-••"•-' ™" ...•..«• •• ••!•"» mf • i i im m i .̂  - -. .. . „ T •— • •.•.

part o.f it." And we could work into it the abduction case, a good

abduction case, where somebody has actually disappeared for several

days and re-appeared, and he is aware that there has been another
1

officer or someone else working on this case and he tries to find out

what's going on and is told they're not working on this case. But he

knows they are, and that they're reporting to a different place than

he is. You know, there has to be that aspect of a delineation of his
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knowledge and his tasks in connection with it. and his confidence that

he is on the top of the heap and knows everything, and suddenly realizes

that there is a whole other aspect to this story that he doesn't know

anything about, and can't find out about, and is told very distinctly

that he doesn't need to know because it doesn't have anything to do with

his tasks. Point up that compartmentalization aspect of this whole thing.

P .. .we've talked about abductions and the fact that most of the abductions

we know about are of very ordinary people, etc- -WHY would this be?

M We've always assumed that the reason for the abduction has been for the
^KSIS!SaSC2£=jS5!»

alien to study us, but there could be another motive and that motive

I is that the alien wants to use these people and is programming them

1 accordingly, that it is easier to control people who are average and
f so to speak
I who are really just normal joes/and who are not really inclined to do a
li simply do things
I whole lot of analytical thinking, trttnTOTOmtafhmTnTaitnmm nmnny imfnrhmgm n n impulse

and it's easy to akxdKxfayx&hHXRxiispMixRxx provide those impulses

to. those people who won't think about why they're doing what they're

doing but just do it. IT could be something like that. It 'could be part

of the experiment. Let's program 5,000 of these people to do something

or to think a certain way or to interact with their peers in a certain

way, and see his this affects society as a whole if you have 5,000

people, what wd.be a good thing to fit into their--you could program

them to do post-hypnotic suggestion ...on.april the first 1984 you will

want to do something, whatever it is. And then sit up there and watch

and see what effect that has on the society as a whole. Is it a sig-

nificant enough force to change it? What effect is there? And that would

be logical from a point of experimentation. What can we have them

programmed to do?... Try to organize a peace march or something. Try

to organize an anti-nuclear demonstration. Try to call the President
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and make your views known. Any number of things there they might give

a post-hypnotic suggestion to these people to do, which is strictly

designed to determine the influence of that many people doing the same

thing at the same time on the society.

P Going back to Aquarius and big events in history, Jesus and Mohammed

and Hitler--now Hitler, didn't he hear voices? That would be a. very

good way to explain Hitler. Maybe he did hear voices because he was

being programmed to do what he did.

M Joan of Arc heard voices...the children at Fatima heard voices in their

heads . . . You go back and follow through voices. Certainly many of the

religious characters in the New Testament had dreams wherein they were

told what to do, and did--Paul on the road to Damascus heard a voice

and was blinded by a light. Mohammed certainly heard voices, the angel

Gabriel appearing to him. We could tie all that together. One wonders,

you know. I hadn't thought about that before, but one wonders how many

of these religious and political figures who have affected the course

of the world. I guess you'd have to go through and come up with a

tenative list of candidates of these people who had the greatest in-

fluence on history and have they heard voices. Lincoln believed in

spiritualism and heard voices. Had a couple of seances at the White

House, as I recall.

P T ruman thought there wer e ghosts in the White House

M You'd have to figure out candidates for people who have been influential

in changing the course of history. Then see if they had perhaps heard

voices.

P Somewhere in here someone made the decision that UFOs pose no threat

to national security, and it is possible that they know that they pose

no threat to national security because they have been told that we
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don't really give a crap about your little country and your little

earrth and we're not going to destroy you because you haven't got anythin

that we want. Whoever it was, Truman, Eisenhower who supposedly--

someone must have had an encounter with aliens in which they were given

the message that this is the situation, you know, and--somewhere, where

did they get the idea that Jesus and Mohammed were experiments? The

only way they can know that is because the aliens told them--

M OR. Or they managed to decipher material, written material found in the

crash. Suppose there were some volumes found on board and they're

dealing with that and they were ultimately deciphered.

P But then where do they get the idea that they pose no threat to earth?

M We could quote some of those texts. Work in a cryptographer or something

who had to deal with that material. And we could legitimately point up

that there really wasn't much written material on the craft because

they've all gone to video screen and thought all that was found was some

printout or what appeared to be printout rather than books as we know

them, bound volumes, records. (Printout?) Computer printout. Being the

aliens are ahead of us technologically they rely on electronic data

storage and recovery

P But you wouldnt print it out and read it if it was in front of you

on the screen.or maybe there is a video screen that does contain infor,a-

tion that we can decipher what these charachters mean and are able to

pick out some of the words and meanings thereby getting--of course, WE

call him Jesus and call him Mohammed and so on but how would the aliens

refer to these creatures

M Religiouso^n^j^i^ophical stimulus number one, political stimulus one,

political stimulus two, etc. '' ™-~»"~*̂ ^
•waasffiEffioaBSBsasKETSsaass*^^

P I dont think we want to be that stiff about it but there could be clues
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deduce this is Jesus they are talking about
in there that we eould say, This is Jesus, that is Mohammed they are

talking about, this was Hitler and so forth-,

M It could be in the form of an outline, an abstract for an experiment.

THat's all that survived the crash. It happened to be on the screen at

the time, it was locked in and it ends at a very cryptic point, but

enough to give us a lead as to what they're up to.

P . . .we have so many 'visitations, ' tens of thousands and hundreds of

different sizes and shapes of craft involved. Is this all one civiliza-

tion, we 're dealing with or several?

M Three.

P All with .the same purpose or what?

M Well, according to D, what he said was the JCS report, the abstract,

the overview, that it had been felt there were three and that two were

readily cooperating with one another but that the third was sort of

aloof and doing its things on its own, and Bennewitz feels that there's

more than one group but he feels that they are actively campaigning

against each other, or that one group is more beneficent than the other

two and that it is actively trying to control the activities of the other

two, which are really more hostile in their intentions. That is his

feeling.

P Hostile and callous.

M Yeah. But the flavor that I got from it wast that none of the three

particularly cared much about us but that they had different motiva-

tions for what they were doing, and two of them were working closely

together and the third one was doing its thing—and it could be the third

group — here ' s a thought--! 've said this before, probab;y to you—people

say, "well, why don ' t ̂^̂ ^̂ î ô̂ s ? " and I pointed out that well maybe
tqes,*^-^*^1****05** j US t

in their opinions we are/inhabitants of a planet and they're not inter-
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ested in us; they're interested in something else here, and we just

happen to.be in the way, and the one analogy that I draw is that the

one unique thing about Planet Earth in the solar system is that it is

the most dense body in the system, meaning it has the highest concen-

tration of the heavier metals, and it could be that an advanced civilia-

zation has run out of run short of a certain element that is essential

to its production of energy and this happens to be the nearest good

source of it. So they are coming here and mining underneath our oceans

jjfi "~"~

sr grabbing what they need of that particular element, and maybe refining
i i. u^-t "ii i ' i^ _i_jj._ m -mT-m- i ->.-...-- .-*... ..il...jJ«ag-maMfĵ g-?!Mtgimjgs3«O8»Ba5aHKgKaiĵ

. I it through the first stage under the ocean, and taking it home and we
I . _ _.. J:_I^=a:^**&s*&a*>*<**™**> a^^^^^^^^^^2^^-^^^^^*. '^w^***** * .flffiSsfiS

| just happen to live here and they're not interested in us as people,

I although every once in a while one of us gets in their way and there's

an encounter of some kind or something of that effect that whatever this

element is, .and we could go to a geologist and find out some more facts

here. It isn't really all that abundant here either and they can only min

mine a certain source of. it so long and then they have to search for

another source, and so they are actively surveying the planet to try to
_—SJCalMnso*... rĵ ^̂ =33ê =vrr-—-——•̂ "gaSI'Ba''ge^B*''ffl^̂

find those sources and the spots for them and then that's why we have a

flap in one area for a while and then they move somewhere else, and
- —

thefe=a='i"s no identifiable pattern. It is strictly at random. And the

government knows this too but how do you explain to the citizens that

your planet is being systematically pirated and there isn't a damned
ĝ sggasgŝ .̂arâ ^ «<EEE! '̂'='!ara^̂

thing you can do about itj So, that could be one group, and the other

two groups could be, of course, HMX social scientists or psychologists

who are experimenting with the creatures here and are not interested in

the resources. That would explain a lot of these underwater emerging
•roiaasasew—

from the rivers and the lakes and the oceans . . .

P (not national threat but individual threat;too many people hurt, burned,

etc. ;
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M ...South Dakota case I investigated several years ago, a craft came down

quite close and a dog died several days later of a massive stroke in

the brain...it was in the APRO Bulletin... for purposes of dramatics,

I think that's what we need to do — have him (hero) run across a good

composite encounter case, or maybe a real one if we can find one in the

right time frame . . . there's a fascinating case we ran across in

Canada, a woman called in during a call-in show and wanted to know where

she could report something, didn't want to give her name or anything on,

the air, didn't want to give it off the .air; she wanted to know, where

she could call me, so I finally gave out where I was staying and the

next morning she called. It turned out there were three of them involved

and they had had a close encounter sighting in Toronto about the time the

^ -5== were putting the top on the CN tower, so we were able to pinpoint it in

time. And Stan and I and Nick ... went out there, and talked to these

three women. Very clearly they all told the same story. We talked to

them all separately. In fact when we got there only one was there and

then they came in, one came in and later the other came in, and we were

able, because of that, to get each one's story without interference

from the others without really knowing what the other ones said. They

told exactly the same story. The curious thing there--I've never run

across anything like this one--(needs hypnosis) is that one gal was

pregnant and within two weeks of delivery at the time of the incident.

They lost some time. Thing came right over the top of their car, shone

a light down on them. One of them made an effort to get out' of the car

and look up at it and had been pulled back by the other ones who said

"No, don't get out," but they lost time. We never were able to determine

quite how much but it could have been anywhere from 90 minutes to2%

hours. While—after we had finished talking to each one of them individ-
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ually, and we were having a general discussion amongst ourselves, and

I was sitting off on the edge of the room...and the women were over in

here, and there was another room over here . . . and this boy came in

who was like 6 or 7 years old. He was the one who was two weeks away from

birth at the time, and he was sitting thereon the floor playing, not

saying anything, just kind of listening, and at a high point in the con-

versation, as S tan was going on, I said to this kid--nobody else was

paying any attention to me, I said, "Do you know what they're talking

about?" "Oh, yes." And I said, "Well, do you know what a flying saucer

is or a UFO is?" "Yes, I know what they are—I've seen them." And I

said, "Well, what are they?" And he said, "They're not very friendly."

I said, "Why aren't they very friendly?" He says, "Because they don't

talk to me." And I said, "Well, what do they look like?" He said, "Oh,

they're little, like me. But they don't talk to me. They just want to

look at me." I said, "Have you been inside one of those things?" And

he said, "Yes, it's cold and it's very faxighfcx white." I'm sitting there

thinking, are we dealing with a kid here who has been abducted later on?

Are we dealing here with someone who is simply repeating what he had

heard from his mother, or are we dealing with someone who has a memory

of what went on two weeks before he was born? And about that point the

conversation shifted back in my direction and I just never said a word

about that, until much later. But not right there. I didn't say a word,

and I never did tell his mother or either of the two ladies, one wqas

his grandma and the other was his aunt, I never did tell them that he

had ever said anything, because I didn't want to spoil the case. But I

was just totally baffled by that one. IT is something that needs follwed

up on and I never have had the wherewithall to go back there and do it.

But that's the kind of case you might deal with, too. An unusual aspect
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like that to it ...

P What would the abduction experience do for out hero--just show him he

doesn't know all he thinks he knows about UFOs--

M He shouldn't investigate it. He should become aware of it, and expect

to be the one to investigate it, only to. be overridden and someone else
• - - . - . • • .

given the assignment whom he didn't even know had anything to do with
^

UFOs, and this someone else not only won't discuss it with him but it is
**jjuijc',"l'"1<"»

clear this someone else is sending information somewhere else.

P OK. From plot point one to plot .point two there must be obstacles all

the way that he has to over come, or that keep him from reaching the

solution. So this just heightens his curiosity and makes him more deter-

mined than ever.

M We want to avoid the sinister, though. We want to avoid it being--

the message being imparted to the reader that there is a plot here

, but rather that it i s s£rijctlytheway things are done
' ~ ~

. . . (Ogden Enigma book—the guy gets ahold of an artifact that when you

twist it a certain way it drains the power out of a whole area. . .)

P I'd like to steer clear of anything like that , gimmicks , etc . . .

(going over typed notes—want to use each of these in some way in book)
"slSS>!*

seSi**&l>*.

Maj ik 12-^-we've got to get them in there somewhere, maybe they're the
I j^^

ĉnlnffrits who direct the whole thing.

M Yeah, maybe

P Gold Chariot is the UFO operation itself, of NASA?

M It's NASA's data collection operation

P You are very very definite in NASA's being involved in all this?

M Yeah, as far as I can tell it is good information. . JP. Colonel Purvine

had had sightings himself--was he involved in that incident (Pecos)?

M Yeah , at the debriefing that followed...

P The business of Carter's being briefed on June 3, 1977, comes from B's
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aide?

M Yeah. Through D, but he says that's where he got it.

P Camp Perry, Virginia, is where the CIA trains its people and a lot

for foreigners. IT's a highly restricted area, so that's a good place

to hide something. Very secure....OCA, you don't know yet what it means?

M LSIo

P It says, "Also see item 200.23, two pages attached." Those were not

attached either...(what is that)

M Apparently it has to do with CR 51. 44 and 51 are mentioned. It's an

Air Force regulation entitled, "The regulation--the NICAP regulation

(see notes)...and it's classified secret ...and Greenwood got onto it

and claimed it had to do with the old NICAP group and Air Fore e

infiltration of it, getting civilian information thru NICAP and all

that, but it turns out that it's (see notes.) . . . . it has to do with the

reporting of possible foreign aircraft by pilots, or possible hostile

int ent by pilots, and it mentions in regulations, CRs 44 and 51,

and so on, ... anyway, it turns out the only thing it had to do with

UFOs was one section of it, it had to do with reporting them

P Silver Sword, that was simply a test...

M yeah. I've never been able to find out anything more about that....

P
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P Computer . . . IBM, etc (see notes) . . .

M What I was asking him about was I wanted to know why it was that

when you make a FOIA request, especially on something you knew

existed and so frequently get answer back stating they didn't

or couldnt find anything, and he said, "Well, of course, the
»

standard procedure is to check only DCI and he said of

*—

course this is the least likely place to find anything if it is

sensitive. Then they can answer that they have checked the DCI

and nothing appears on their screen and unless you happen to know

that there are other sources they might check you would have to

take that as an answer. And he said, it's not lying, it's true.
-

It's a way of getting around the many problems with the public

tcT^check their index with the DCI and if it's not on there,

then therefore we don't have anything, and he said it is essential

that :>the< •flunkies, who get your requests-arei /riot .-awar;e that there ,;;..-.
. _^^—.-tgMiMTasasaa-flSS!tjfrnJH^JI^T'Tg^graiaaKlW.*"' * ••*—-"'

i .s... ,,ano the r- • ,s-y s Cerriini

He said there is a whole intelligence gathering division in NASA
tuf— ' 'I'" |-TT-V̂ =OTg'Mga* ' . &*^^Za'

that is not generally known at all, and this guy (Dr. Uhleison)
*asssa3iS>

is the nominal head of it (see notes) . . .

P "Top Secret USAF Int elligence Brief 210. ;3..."

M That's the JCS document that D has said he had seen.

P He has read it through?

M Yes.

P OK, that is what he saw at the end of 1980. ...It is updated con-

stantly. What is contained in it?

M I gather there is a little of everything in it. It's extracts

from the Aquarius document. A briefing, as opposed to a comprehensive

report .
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P How did all this corne into being?

M I don't know any more than what I've told you. Eisenhower was

given the report. . .

P Which report we talking about?

M Apparently they had had some kind of a study going, which must have

begun under Turman , and I have to conjecture that it began with

Roswell, and that (Vannevar) Bush was involved, and perhaps

Doolittle was involved. He and Eisenhower were thick as thieves.

Eisenhower truested Doolittle irnpicitly, with even the highest level
tfw->gr.F̂ ;̂ ffir̂ -.;j.gâ ^̂

stuff, and that's historically recorded. In fact, when Eisenhower

wanted an evaluation of the ability of the U.S. intelligence com-
_J:___£. • — T̂  — .— * ̂.̂ .g?~:ff«3faga7̂ rsascsqp*3ttT̂

TOwMir
-?Wi^;

munify to keep secrets , Doolittle did it and submitted the report
-S5tf'aSaCr'

directly to Eisenhower and no one else. And that's something that
~~- ̂rn. -—.o —̂icrrt̂ eŝ 3""*-̂ '' -~~l'~*^*

didn"t~~come out until the Eisenhower Diaries were published, which

was last year. And I asked Doolittle about that, and his comment

was that "If such a report exists, it's still Top Secret."

P Twining probably went out to New Mexico. Vannevar Bush disappeared

for what, ten_ weeks?
*?~"v~~'~5s=1»Iin5!55StSi?̂

M Yeah

P And nothing in the record indicates where he went.

M Nothing that I've been able to find. We've gone through just about

everything we can. But I've got to conjecture that it began with

Roswell

P That was another thing I was wondering about, whether we couldn't

use Roswell as one of the incidents in the book, and '47 would have

been Truman--

M Yeah, but if that study was completed and given to--apprently it

was still in progress in '50 because of the Smith memo mentioning
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Vannevar Bush as being the head of it at that time. That was

November of '50, so it was almost '51, but from what I was told,

Eisenhower got the results, the final report, which was the results

and conclusions and so on, and he read it and he ordered all copies

destroyed but one. And thatreport was the original Aquarius Docu-

ment, which I guess has been added to since and so on...The National
<fB**̂ KSICSa

Security Council apparently is involved in this whole thing, and it's

my assumption based on bits and pieces here and there that they were

the ones that were overseeing the project, and they are the ones
*̂ .«SSffiC5=3S»«3K5iraK5»SÊ SSSS:* ISBem,

responsible for the national policy, whatever it is, for administer-

ing it, that they are directly associated with it.
^̂ ^̂  , —J-.-SP,̂  »̂ j-..̂ ffminp3BSĴ «mmjMa«TOts3tê

P Where does the Robertson Panel fit into all this?

M I've done a lot of thinking about that. I'm not sure. There is a

clear indication that the CIA in 1952 was convinced something should

be done, that there should be a national policy, and you could view

their role in a lot of different ways, depending upon what assump-

tions you made as to what they knew. If Roswell occurred as described

then one has to assume that they knew quite a bit from the beginning

because Vandenburgh was one of the first heads of what was called

the Central Intelligence Group, later called the CIA, and maintained

connections with them, so you have to assume they had some. But

there are clear indications in the Freedom of Information documents

from the CIA that they were attempting to influence the National

Security Council to promulgate a policy and that they felt that

this had to be accomplished because of the potential danger that

UFOs could present to national defense if there was a, if they got

in the way of actual communications and whatbot, which is essentially

what the Robertson Panel came up with. I can't believe that the panel
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came up with that on their own. I've got to believe that they were

led to that conclusion, that the whole concept of exploring what

we knew about UFOs and then concluding that the UFOs weren't the

threat but the reports were....

P What about Julius Stratton, president of MIT?

M I don't know anything about him.

P Stratton--! wonder if he is any relation to Congressman Stratton.

Anyway, Stratton volunteered MIT's services to assess the whole UFO

situation back in 1952, and before that, some of the documents we

have indicate MIT did some studies onsomething or other just prior

to that.

M Yes. Stan has been spending time going into those MIT people, and

he'd be the guy to ask about Stratton. I don't know. There is a

very curious document...that says a number of things. It talks about

the Stork Project and it's the one that indicates that the AACS

was involved in investigating (UFOs) and at the end of it says that

the two books that have come out this year, Keyhoe's books, and

Adamski's, take—make liberal use of the Air Force's involvement in

UFOs but it pointed out A damski's book as being a prime example

of being obviously fraudulent but being a prime example of the

problems of the present policy. Well, that was '53...fully 11 months

after the Robertson Panel-,, and there were all sorts og doings and

goingson between the CIA and the NSC where the CIA was attempting to

--it's not clear which way it was going, whether the NSC was attempt-

ing to get the CIA to take over thikngs or whether it was vice versa.

I've never been quite clear, on who was trying to influence whom,

but if you read that message it is very confusing. And especially
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when a lot of those documents make reference to attachments which

aren't there. So I have just sort of conjectured that the NSC got

control of it at the point in time where Truman was ending his

administration and Eisenhower was beginning his. If you stop and

think about the point in time of the Robertson Panel, it happened

just on that transition phase. See, Truman had not run for re-

election in '52, in November. Eisenhower wins and takes office in

January, January 20, and you've got the Robertson Panel deliberating

in there, and it could .well be that somebody was trying to determine

how to go on with the change in administrations, which would have

presented a problem for that sort of a thing, especially if it had

gotten highly developed and the decision had already been made

that this has got to be kept locked tighter than a drum. How then

to deal with it with .an incoming president whose reaction is not

certain. And that's a point that nobody's ever brought up that

I've heard in discussion. Nobody's ever noticed that that date is

a very interest ing--

P The CIA has taken advantage of other changes of adminis tration

to take control of things.

M Of course—and so it is entirely possible that there is more to

this business than meets the eye and that the Robertson Panel was

sort of a front to hide activities behind... Stan said that

recently R ickover said--I don't know fchw he got this--to somebody
^̂ agjggjcjjBaffî -̂r-wŝ cs™*̂ **

at a dinner or something, "Yeah, we've got two saucers and a

couple of bodies and they're little brown creatures."...(Two

saucers?_ That's what Ive been getting consistently, that we've
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two of them, that one's badly broken up and damaged arid the other

is almost intact. Very consistent from a whole bunch of sources.

Inclduing, of all people — according to Henry Monteith--this Ron

Blackburn at Sandia, told him that. And we've had them both a

long time. . .Rich Caud.ell works with a gal who was at Holloman at the

time, in charge of records and things, and he says that she says

they were chasing a UFO and their systems went out and they

plowed into the mountains (these were the two jets that vanished

in New Mexico) and that subsequently that file was pulled. It's not

in the files where it should be...she said that even though she

wasn't the one to handle that record or have anything to do with it,

she made an effort after the fact to see if it was in the file, and

it was not. And he offered to put me in touch with her to get her

story. He also said . . . he has thename of one of the pilots of the

helicopters which went in there and pulled the bodies off the top

of the mountain...
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By SHARON STEEVES
Staff Writer

Flying saucers and chalky grey, hair-
less aliens exist and the U.S. govern-
ment is covering it up, says author Wil-
liam L. Moore. • • .

Moore, of Yavapai:County, Arizona,
.told about. 100 people at a Mutual UFO
Network seminar at the Westbury-Hotel
yesterday, the U.S. government knows
a 30-foot circular craft crashed near
Roswell, N.M., in 1947, but is hiding the
evidence.

"I have rather compelling evidence
.there is a cover-up of national policy
on UFOs. It's something that has been
rumored for a long time but 1 suspect
this is the first time anyone has had any
concrete evidence."

Moore, author of The .Roswell Inci-
•dent, said a lot of his findings relate to a
•violent aerial .-explosion and the'disco-
Very of debris in Roswell in July, 1947.

Witnesses testified the craft "looked
like an old-fashioned crumpled dish
pan and debris was scattered all around
the area."

Six to eight hairless creatures, 130 cm
(4 feet 3 inches) in height and weighing
40 kg (88 Ibs.), with large eyes and
heads were thrown from the craft.

Witnesses said they had two arms
with four fingers at the end of each and
bumps for;a-nose and ears.

"A source of high intelligence which
conducted an internal study said it had a

.single heart and lung and a singJe
:kidney and bladder. The digestive tract

•<100Rf": l ike it ate soft or 'mnshv frvnrl "

And these creatures could.have been
writers: Scattered around the wreckage
were sheets of paper with pink and
purple scribbling on them.

Since discovery of the debris, the
government has investigated the situa-
tion, but refuses to release any details.

Moore;S.aid. he has. interviewed .85
people who witnessed the incident-T. 28
were eye-witnesses.

But the whereabouts of the debris is
unknown.

"In my opinion it might be in New
Mexico.:After the crash, it was.flown to
Dayton, Ohio."

Moore • recently got uvo anonymous
letters. saying a. doctor performed an
autopsy on an alien typ<e body in 1947.

"I found the doctor and after reading
the allegations -to him he asked me if
1 was aware he was still .getting a
monthly cheque from the U.S.-depart-
ment of justice."

In December, 1980, U.S District Court
Judge Gerhard Gessell said 131 top
secret UFO reports held by the National
Security Agency should reinain classi-
fied. Geswell did not review the docu-
ments. H;s decision was based on a
21-page,' top-secret a f f idavi t given .to
him in his chambers.

So why the big cover-up?
The discovery of aliens could jeopar-

dize national security or set off a,
national panic, Moore said. '

• "We don't know anything about these
aliens, their powers, motivation or if
they are dangerous, which is enough to
Start a n a f i n n a l n a n i ^ "



STANTON T. FRIEDMAN
NUCLEAR PHYSICIST - LECTURER

110 KINGS COLLEGE ROAD
FREDERICTON, NEW BRUNSWICK E3B 2E7

CANADA
506-457-0232

Walt Andrus, MUFON
103 Oldtowne Rd.
Seguin, TX 78155 USA 26 Sept. 1982

Dear Walt:

I keep waiting to hear a response from my letter about the Zeta Reticuli Incident
(box for you at a good price)., considering our mail service maybe you never got it.

Anyway I do have severJl reasons for writing;

1. Enclosed is my check for $11.50 for the 82 Proceedings

2. Enclosed is a letter sent to Moseley- not published...

3. I am pushing through FOI for AEC UFO data and for stuff connected with
the 1953 Project Solarium and have also been given clearance to review
the files of Curt Lemay.. I anticipate being in DC in mid November with B i l l
Moore and Len. My question is whether or not you have some kind of modest list
of others also pursuing historical data re the coverup? Presumably some
people would write you for help. Also I am intrigued by the notion that there
are government agents monitoring the civilian UFO scene, putting out disinformation,
thoroughly muddying the waters... any thoughts'.'

k. Latest schedule is enclosed... by happy to give a cheapie to the NMA Motorola
chapter during my Kansas excursion or to provide a tour focus later on....I know
they have budget problems

Looking forward to hearing from you,

Most cordially,

Stan



F»L6

- V.

Stanton T. Friedman
110 Kings College. Road
Frederic ton, '
Canada

i

Dear Stan: I -' . -„ <• s• • .' •*>•*>*,I' '-..

We regret that you.̂ !̂̂ :;!36-'̂ !̂̂ .1-*.©.-̂ ©̂'̂ - presentation at the
1982 MUFQN UFQ"Sŷ npoisî m i$^$$&®$$G;t*

i}iQ$§y$i'. we understand the problems
confronting you and: yojar ;f.amily./'Thetoell; .,teing.,,of our families must
be the prime priority. •T}':^,^^s^^3^^v^Q^^f^.®j^^^fii^S. about the fi-
nancial aspects of the meeti'n'g/'-iriii'Tjj'p̂ h"̂ •̂'hqwî efe'as an ̂ international
organization we must b!e ..consltie.il̂ JL̂ ^ T&e hotels
in Canada charge extr*.fĉ -$he&̂
number of people paying' ̂ ^f^^^f«^i^^ci^^'i^^^tLa%'y^^^ap to
the host committee as eompatfeB. ̂tî ne,4triif&e'd-̂ S't:ates. "

• .•» . *^'l, Y ĵ'T̂  J "W:'! ' *> ?'ft~ "? " **• ' '*? Jt t 1; *•
*•.-.•- .. ' 'ft! ̂  '. -. -̂ . ' * ̂  " ' 'iLlj-

^ available publica-- -

• -!•••• • * j'v-• --^ *«jJ*«jK̂ Â̂ iT-̂ 'wH-̂ ^ - •• • • ->;-'';--i--'i'* •>• - ̂  • • j_ere ̂ ^o^M^^^mi^^^^^m^^^^^^^ -£®&A -*K$ accept
atibn to sp'eM.'iri^^^^^^i^%^^sy^oai\m^ There is
l_n _. j i_ .A. . '. j '— •: i_JLi'JP!!_j';J.—."-lii.'--: -J-* r̂ iT'L- "''̂ i5L:I_ '•! /̂ "r̂ iTî i '• 'T'TTTI/̂  .oL 1 j_t_ */r_ i_ J _i

MUFON
cident
to continue
tions. We
ly. Please ady;i-se
selling price j&iis. 'd

We were
our invitation
considerable interest>ln/atipi^ Summit Meeting on
Monday, July 5th in conjunction ;wifh xthje^'Sjmposlum. This will increase
the number of o0t-of-town pHrticip^nts^^ We have in-
vited representati,YeS;-b:f^^^;;^ mee.t in .Toronto,
so that .we may starst"'coo.per-aTti'ng''vrirtt^^i'i5^® '̂̂ '̂ '5^S '̂'*^*o resoiLvie^st/'he U-F0

work is co.i^tVr- p^od\I^^ t̂̂ Mp-itpi^^^^^^^^^^^^
positive Uf bip̂ s'l̂ /'ŝ iijî ^ results *



We hope that you will fee able to adjust your plans so as to attend
the symposium and summit meeting in Toronto. Bill Moore will represent
the APRO Board of Directors, Sherman Larsen will be the NICAP representa-
tive, and Dr. Hynek will represent GUFQS*, as*

' SineeireSLy yours,

'/

Walter H. Andrus Jr.

V/HA:vc



STANTON T. FRIEDMAN
NUCLEAR PHYSICIST - LECTURER

110 KINGS COLLEGE ROAD
FREDERICTON, NEW BRUNSWICK EJB 2E7

CANADA
506-^57-0232

Mr. Walt Andrus, MUFON
103 Oldtowne Rd.
Seguin, TX 78155 USA

Dear Walt:

March 1982

This is a very difficult letter to write but it has to be done.

As you know I had accepted the invitation to present a paper at the MUFON meeting
in Toronto this coming July. You may not know that I have had serious reservations
about the meeting as expressed to Henry McKay last July. Briefly I was concerned
about the meeting being held during one of the biggest holidays in both Canada and
the US, the very high prices at the hotel, the supposedly limited number of seats
at the hotel for conference sessions, the absence of a large committee to handle
the myriad of details,etc. along with the difficulty in getting the general
public to give up an expensive weekend of their time for a UFO symposium during
a holiday. To this I might also add the obvious lack of a committment to cover
travel costs for speakers as manifested in Henry's Dec. 6 letter. In addition there
has of course also been the difficulty in getting reimbursement for eppenses in
Boston... some of which were finally recently paid. Despite all the above [ had
intended to prepare a paper and attend the meeting... especially because I am in
Canada and like the country...though I don't approve of taking advantage of speakers.

However, I must now rescind my committment. Because of contacts made at the end
of the year and a most unexpected turn of events or rather several of them [ am
suddenly back in the nuclear business at least for a while. I took a consulting
job for Canatom to help in the commissioning of the Pt. Lepreau nuclear reactor
located about 87 miles south of here. [ leave home at 6:I5AM and return at about
6:̂ 5PM when we don't stay over in St. John. In addition I have given several talks
about nuclear power and have had to do a lot of catching up. Being amorning person
I have been simply unable to get much done in the fea evenings that have been
available when I wasn't out of town keeping preexisting commitments.There is no
way I can prepape a paper in the next few moflflhs. I regret this decision but
the financial needs of my family are my first priority.

If the work is finished before July I might attend the symposium but I can't even
commit myself to that at this time. I am truly sorry for any inconvenience
this has caused.As you know I have worked very hard for the success of 7 symposia.

Wishing you well for the symposium,

ordially,

tan Friedman

CC Henry McKay


